
HOUSE 156
By Mr. Bateman of Winchester, petition of William G. Thomp-

son for legislation to amend and improve the practice in suits in
equity in the Supreme Judicial and Superior Courts. Judiciary
(Joint).

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-One.

An Act to improve the Practice in Suits in Equity.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section fourteen of chapter two
2 hundred and fourteen of the General Laws is hereby
3 amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-
-4 ing, to wit: —In any suit in equity the sufficiency
5 of any plea or pleas, whether filed separately or in-
-6 serted in an answer, may, if the court permits, be
7 tested by motion to strike out the same; and the
8 court may upon motion or its own initiative order
9 any redundant, irrelevant, impertinent, or scandalous

10 matter, or averments violating any other rule of
11 equity pleading, stricken out from any answer or
12 plea upon such terms as the court may think fit; and
13 if an answer sets up an affirmative defence, set-off, or
14 counter-claim, the plaintiff may by leave of court
15 test the sufficiency of the same by motion to strike
16 out, and on such motion the court may strike out the
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17 part of the pleading objected to, or, if the same is
IS found insufficient but amendable, the court may allow
19 an amendment upon terms, —so that said section
20 fourteen as amended will read as follows: — Section
21 IJf.. Facts well pleaded in the answer shall not be
22 deemed to be admitted unless the case is set down
23 for hearing upon the bill and answer without the
24 introduction of evidence. The parties shall be
25 deemed to be at issue when the answer is filed,
26 and the plaintiff need not file any replication. In
27 any suit in equity the sufficiency of any plea or
28 pleas, whether filed separately or inserted in an
29 answer, may, if the court permits, be tested by
30 motion to strike out the same; and the court may
31 upon motion or its own initiative order any redun-
-32 dant, irrelevant, impertinent, or scandalous matter,
33 or averments violating any other rule of equity
34 pleading, stricken out from any answer or plea
35 upon such terms as the court may think fit; and if
36 an answer sets up an affirmative defence, set-off, or
37 counter-claim, the plaintiff may by leave of court
38 test the sufficiency of the same by motion to strike
39 out, and on such motion the court may strike out
40 the part of the pleading objected to, or, if the same
41 is found insufficient but amendable, the court may
42 allow an amendment upon terms.
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1 Section 2. This act shall apply to pending
2 suits.
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